computing @ USNA

study the future

Center for Cyber Security Studies
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
Three Majors Offered

Cyber Operations (SCY)

Information Technology (SIT)

Computer Science (SCS)
You can take these classes...

Web Development

Security Fundamentals

Computer Graphics

Intelligent Robotics

...and many more!
Are you competitive?

Cyber Stakes Competition

Cyber Defense Exercise (CDX)

ACM Programming Competition
Internships & Research

Recent experiences:
- NSA Fort Meade
- Draper Labs, Boston
- Supercomputing in Maui (AMOS)
- IEEE conference in San Francisco
- SANS training in Orlando
- 10th Fleet (NCWDG)
- NPS in Monterey, CA
Meet Our Faculty

Stop by Michelson 3rd deck or Leahy Hall and get to know us!
Get a job in the Navy...

Recent graduates have selected

- SWO/IW
- SWO/IP
- Naval Aviation
- Marine Ground
- Marine Aviation
- Submarines
- SWO
- EOD
- SEALS
...and after the Navy

12 Best Jobs of 2014
1. Software Developer
6. Web Developer
8. Database Administrator
12. Info. Security Analyst

High-Pay Careers on a Hiring Spree
2. Applications Software Developer
3. Information Security Analyst

Top 10 Best Paying Jobs of the Future
5. Computer Systems Analysts
7. Computer Applications Software Engineers